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a b s t r a c t

Chronic hyperglycemia is the main risk factor for the development of diabetes-related

complications in both type 1 and type 2 diabetes, but it is thought that frequent or large

glucose fluctuations may contribute independently to diabetes-related complications.

A systematic literature review was performed using the PubMed, EMBASE and Cochrane

Library databases with searches limited to studies published from June 2002 to March 2014, in

English and including �50 patients. Twenty eight articles were included in the final review.

Eighteen studies reported the association between glucose variability and diabetes-

related complications exclusively in type 2 diabetes. A positive association between in-

creased variability and microvascular complications and coronary artery disease was

consistently reported. Associations between glucose variability and other macrovascular

complications were inconsistent in type 2 diabetes.

Seven studies examined the association between glucose variability and complications

exclusively in type 1 diabetes. Increased glucose variability appears to play a minimal role in

the development of micro- and macrovascular complications in type 1 diabetes.

Consistent findings suggest that in type 2 diabetes glucose variability is associated with

development of microvascular complications. The role of increased glucose variability in

terms of microvascular and macrovascular complications in type 1 diabetes is less clear;

more data in are needed.
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1. Introduction

Diabetes guidelines state that optimal glycemic control,

defined by glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c), is a fundamental

treatment goal [1]. A wealth of studies, in type 1 and type 2

diabetes, including the landmark Diabetes Control and

Complications Trial (DCCT) and the United Kingdom Pro-

spective Diabetes Study (UKPDS), have shown that chronic

hyperglycemia is the main risk factor for the development of

diabetes-related complications. However, a key caveat of

HbA1c is that it does not capture information relating to

short-term fluctuations in glucose levels, which have been

postulated to have an independent role in the etiology of

diabetes-related complications [2]. The development of

continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) systems has paved

the way for accurate measurement of short-term glucose

variability and the investigation of the role of glucose

fluctuations in the development of diabetes-related compli-

cations [3,4]. A number of early studies used 7- or 8-point self-

monitoring of blood glucose (SMBG) profiles to assess glucose

variability; however, a disadvantage of this was that SMBG-

based studies typically yield little information on nocturnal

glycemic patterns.

Glycemic fluctuations are manifest principally as post-

prandial glycemic spikes and minor (or asymptomatic)

hypoglycemia. However, the term glycemic variability may

refer to within day variability, variability between daily

means, or within series variability. Several methods have

been proposed for the measurement of glucose variability

including standard deviation or coefficient of variation, the

mean amplitude of glycemic excursions (MAGE) for intra-day

variability, the mean of daily differences (MODD) for inter-day

variability, high blood glucose index (HBGI), low blood glucose

index (LBGI), glycemic risk assessment diabetes equation

(GRADE), or continuous overlapping net glycemic action

(CONGA) (more details on the methodology for each of the

methods mentioned are provided in a 2013 review by Service)

[5]. However, at present there is little consensus regarding

which method offers the most meaningful assessment of

glucose variability.

It has also been suggested that indicators of variability may

provide a better indication than HbA1c of overall long-term

problems with glycemic control [6]. In short-term (<1 month),

retrospective, general population studies of critically ill

patients, glucose variability has been implicated in increased

mortality rates, as such there is increasing interest in the

possible role of glucose variability in the development and

underlying pathology of diabetes-related complications [7,8].
In vitro studies have shown that glucose fluctuations are

linked to pathologic processes including the production of

reactive oxygen species with some studies suggesting that

large fluctuations in glucose levels may be a greater trigger of

oxidative stress processes than chronic sustained levels of

hyperglycemia [9].

To more fully elucidate the role of short-term glucose

variability in the development of long-term complications in

type 1 and type 2 diabetes, a systematic literature review was

performed. The aim of the current review was to establish

whether the current evidence base suggests if, and the extent

to which, short-term glucose variability is involved in the

development of chronic diabetes-related complications.

2. Methods

A systematic literature review was performed to identify

studies investigating the relationship between short-term

glucose variability and the incidence/prevalence of chronic

complications in type 1 or type 2 diabetes. Searches were

performed using the PubMed, EMBASE and Cochrane library

databases. The search strategy was designed based on high

level Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms (full details are

provided in Appendix A). The search strategy was designed to

capture articles where the main focus was on the association

between chronic complications of diabetes and short-term

measures of glucose variability rather than acute complica-

tions such as hypoglycemic events and diabetic ketoacidosis.

Studies that captured measures of short-term (typically intra-

or inter-day) glucose variability (including, but not limited to,

SD, MAGE, and CONGA) assessed using either SMBG or CGM

were included in the review (studies focusing on long-term

variability of HbA1c were excluded from the present review).

The time horizon was initially limited to articles published in

the last 10 years (2002–2012) but an update of searches was

performed in 2014 to ensure that the most recent data were

captured in the review. Literature searches identified pub-

lished congress abstracts in addition to full publications,

which were included in the present review. Where abstracts

were identified supplementary hand searches of the congress

websites were performed to attempt to identify the full poster/

presentation where possible. In instances where only the

abstract was available, data available in the abstract were

used, but no conclusions were drawn beyond methods,

results, and conclusions presented by the authors in the

abstract.

Following exclusion of duplicates, a total of 1718 unique

hits remained in the initial literature searches, the titles and
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abstracts of which were then screened for relevance (Fig. 1). A

further 2 studies were identified through hand searches of

conference proceedings and searches of bibliographic sections

of included studies. In the 2014 update, a further 6 publications

were identified for inclusion. Therefore, a total of 28 articles

described studies were included in the final review (7 in type 1

diabetes, 18 in type 2 diabetes, 1 in a mixed population

including both type 1 and type 2 diabetes and 2 systematic

reviews).

3. Results

Summary findings of the literature review are outlined below

in two separate sections. The first section deals with studies

investigating the role of short-term glucose variability,

independently of HbA1c, in the development of chronic

complications in type 1 diabetes. The second describes the

role of glucose variability in the development of chronic

complications in type 2 diabetes.

3.1. Short-term glucose variability and complications in
type 1 diabetes

The literature review identified 7 studies that examined the

relationship between glucose variability and the development

of diabetes-related complications in type 1 diabetes (Table 1)

and one article that included a mixed cohort of patients with

type 1 and type 2 diabetes. Notably, a large proportion of the
All articles retrieved from searches (N=2,781)
EMBASE (n=1,193)
PubMed (n=1,113)
Cochrane (n=475)

Unique articles  for  title  and  abstract  revie w
(n=1,718)

Article s in cluded for full text  review (n=82)

Articles included in  final report (n=28)
(n=26 from literature searches and n=2 from
handsearches and bibliographies of  included 
studies)

Duplicates removed (n=1,0

Articles excluded (n=1,636

Articles excluded (n=62) Articles identified in 
literature search update in 
March 2014  (n=6)  

Fig. 1 – Flow diagram of lite
included studies (n = 5) utilized patient data from the DCCT

and the follow-up Epidemiology of Diabetes Interventions and

Complications (EDIC) study. Three studies examined the

relationship between glucose variability and the develop-

ment/progression of microvascular complications (retinopa-

thy and/or nephropathy), all of which were based on DCCT/

EDIC. In particular, one of the studies included in the present

review by Lachin et al. was a reanalysis of an earlier study by

the DCCT group from 1995 and therefore the 1995 study was

not included here [10,11]. The 1995 analysis was interpreted by

Brownlee and Hirsch [2] to suggest that factors other than

HbA1c were involved in the development/progression of

retinopathy, proposing a role for glycemic variability in the

etiology of retinopathy. However, the reanalysis by Lachin

et al. did not agree with earlier findings and reported that

almost all of the risk for retinopathy was attributable to

HbA1c. These findings were largely supported by other

analyses of DCCT by Kilpatrick et al. [50,51]. A 2013 study by

Sartore et al. [55] on retinopathy was conducted in a mixed

population of type 1 and type 2 diabetes patients. Multivariate

analysis across both type 1 and type 2 diabetes showed no

significant relationship between any measure of glucose

variability and diabetic retinopathy.

Two studies examined the relationship between glucose

variability and macrovascular disease, although one study by

Snell-Bergeon et al. [3] reported data on subclinical athero-

sclerosis, a surrogate endpoint for overt cardiovascular

disease, rather than definitive cardiovascular endpoints.

Using data from the ongoing Coronary Artery Calcification
63) EMBASE (n=880)
Cochrane (n=183)

) 

Not presenting outcomes of  interest (n=807)
Wrong publication type (n=317)
Pilot studies (<50 patients) (n=242)
Wrong subject  area  (not diabetes) (n=172)
Education/methods based study (n=40)
Animal study (n=30)
PK/PD /in  vi tro  study (n=22)
Not English language (n =6)

Not presenting outcomes of  interest (n=49)
Wrong publication type (n =5)
Pilot studies (<50 patients) (n=3)
Wrong subject area (not diabetes) (n=3)
PK/PD/in vitro study (n=1)
Not English language (n =1)

rature review process.



Table 1 – Summary of studies investigating the association between short-term glucose variability and diabetes-related complication in patients with type 1 diabetes.

Study Patients (N) Study design Method of
blood glucose
assessment

Measure of glucose variability Endpoints Key findings

Kilpatrick

et al. [50]

1441 Post hoc analysis of data

from the DCCT

7-Point SMBG SD of daily blood glucose, SD of mean

blood glucose (mean blood glucose

calculated as area under the curve of

7-point plasma glucose [calculated

using the trapezoidal rule]) at each

quarter, mean pre-prandial glucose,

mean post-prandial glucose

Diabetic retinopa-

thy, diabetic nephro-

pathy

Significant link between MBG (area under

the curve) and retinopathy (p < 0.0001) but

not with other measures of variability

No association between nephropathy and

any measure of variability

Kilpatrick

et al. [51]

1208 Post hoc analysis of data

from the DCCT/EDIC

7-Point SMBG Mean blood glucose (calculated as area

under the curve of 7-point SMBG

profile), MAGE and SD of glycemic

excursions

Diabetic retinopa-

thy, diabetic nephro-

pathy

Mean HbA1c was linked to the develop-

ment of retinopathy and nephropathy

(p = 0.001); no significant association be-

tween MAGE and retinopathy or nephro-

pathy

Lachin

et al. [11]

1441 Post hoc analysis of data

from the DCCT

7-Point SMBG Mean blood glucose Diabetic retinopa-

thy, diabetic nephro-

pathy

Nearly all of the risk for development of

retinopathy or nephropathy was attribu-

table to HbA1c, only a small proportion of

risk can be attributed to glycemic varia-

bility

Siegelaar

et al. [52]

1160 Post hoc analysis of data

from the DCCT

7-Point SMBG Mean blood glucose (calculated as area

under the curve of the 7-point plasma

glucose profile), SD of mean daily

blood glucose, MAGE

Neuropathy No association between variability (SD of

mean blood glucose; MAGE) and con-

firmed clinical neuropathy or nerve con-

duction abnormalities

Kilpatrick

et al. [53]

1441 Post hoc analysis of data

from the DCCT

7-Point SMBG Within day SD of blood glucose, SD of

blood glucose over time, AUC, mean

pre- and post-prandial blood glucose

Macrovascular

events (angina, fatal

and non-fatal MI,

coronary revascular-

ization and major

ECG events)

Significant association between mean

blood glucose (area under the curve) and

cardiovascular (p = 0.019) and all macro-

vascular risk (p = 0.047), but not for SD of

mean blood glucose or HbA1c

Snell-

Bergeon

et al. [3]

75 Analysis of data from

the Coronary

Artery Calcification in

Type 1 Diabetes Study;

an ongoing cohort study

CGM SD of all glucose values within 1 day,

SD of average glucose for any time of

day within days, SD of the mean

glucose for each day (between day)

Subclinical athero-

sclerosis (assessed

via coronary artery

levels)

Significant independent relationship be-

tween increased glycemic variability and

coronary artery calcification in men but

not in women

Houssay

et al. [54]

54 No study details pro-

vided

Method of blood

glucose assessment

not stated

Mean blood glucose, SD of mean

glucose, HBGI, LBGI

Diabetic autonomic

variability (assessed

by heart rate varia-

bility)

Positive correlation between faster resting

heart rate and greater amplitude of low

frequency component of heart rate varia-

bility

Sartore

et al. [55]a
68 Prospective cross-sec-

tional study

CGM SD of the glucose rate of change,

MAGE, CONGA-2

Diabetic retinopathy On multivariate analysis (combining both

type 1 and type 2 diabetes patients) there

was no significant relationship between

any measure of glucose variability and

diabetic retinopathy

AUC, area under the curve; ESRD, end-stage renal disease; HBGI, high blood glucose index; LBGI, low blood glucose index; MAGE, mean amplitude of glycemic excursion; MI, myocardial infarction; SD,

standard deviation; SMBG, self-monitoring of blood glucose.
a Includes patients with type 1 diabetes and patients with type 2 diabetes.
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in Type 1 Diabetes study (N = 75 patients) they noted that the

relationship between glucose variability (within day and

between day SD of mean blood glucose) and coronary artery

calcium levels was gender-dependent, reporting a significant

association between variability and increased coronary artery

calcification in men but not in women. Furthermore, using

DCCT data (N = 1441 patients) Kilpatrick et al. [53] reported

that mean blood glucose was a better predictor of cardiovas-

cular events than HbA1c, whereas measures of blood glucose

variability, including the SD of mean blood glucose (within

day), were not.

Overall, studies in type 1 diabetes in the present review did

not show any association between short-term glucose

variability and microvascular complications. With regard to

the association between the development of macrovascular

complications and glucose variability, the small number of

studies identified does not allow any meaningful overall

conclusions to be drawn. Further, prospective, long-term

studies are needed to elucidate whether, and the extent to

which, glucose variability is involved in the development of

macrovascular complications in type 1 diabetes.

3.2. Short-term glucose variability and complications in
type 2 diabetes

A total of 18 studies, of which 7 were post hoc or retrospective,

were identified that investigated the association between

parameters of short-term glucose variability and the incidence

or progression of long-term complications in type 2 diabetes

(Table 2). A total of six studies were conducted in patient

populations that contained both patients treated with diet

only, OADs or insulin [12,13,57,58,61,63]. Two studies were

conducted exclusively in patients prescribed OADs only

[14,59], two studies were conducted in insulin-treated patients

[56,62] and treatment was not stated in eight studies [4,15–

19,60,64].

The literature search identified six publications that

investigated the role of glycemic variability in the develop-

ment/progression of retinopathy (five were retrospective, and

one did not provide details of study design). In an Italian-based

retrospective analysis of data from a prospective observation-

al study in 1019 patients Zoppini et al. [64] reported no

significant relationship between the coefficient of variation of

fasting plasma glucose (FPG) and the development/progres-

sion of diabetic retinopathy. In contrast, retrospective anal-

yses by Takao et al. [58,63] (N = 170 patients) and Gimeno-Orna

et al. [61] (N = 130 patients), which were conducted in

populations containing both insulin-treated patients and

those receiving OADs alone, reported that the SD of FPG and

coefficient of variation were significant risk factors for the

development/progression of retinopathy. These studies

showed that FPG variability was a risk factor for retinopathy

independently of HbA1c plasma levels. Furthermore, a cross-

sectional study by Liu and He [15] showed that patients with

retinopathy had significantly higher levels of MAGE and SD of

mean blood glucose levels in comparison with patients

without retinopathy, again suggesting glucose variability

may be a predictor of microvascular complications.

Eight studies (two of which were retrospective or post hoc

and six of which were prospective) investigated the role of
glucose variability in the pathogenesis of cardiovascular

complications. More specifically, two publications from

prospective studies by the same group reported a significant

association between higher levels MAGE and coronary artery

disease (defined according to Gensini score) [4,57]. In a

prospective study of 80 patients (n = 50 patients with type 2

diabetes and n = 30 age-matched controls) Yang et al. [17] also

showed a positive association between glycemic variability

(measured by SD of blood glucose, MAGE, MODD and area

under the curve [AUC]) and diabetic cardiomyopathy. Howev-

er, in contrast to the positive associations found by Yang et al.

[56], an analysis of data from the HEART2D study reported no

association between intra-day glucose variability and the

endpoint of first combined cardiovascular event. Three

articles (two from the same authors) [13,14,18] specifically

looked at the relationship between short-term glucose

variability measures including MAGE and subclinical athero-

sclerosis, measured by carotid intima–media thickness (IMT).

All three publications reported a significant association

between higher MAGE and subclinical atherosclerosis. Anoth-

er study by Pochinka et al. [12] showed that in type 2 diabetes

patients with heart failure MAGE above 5.0 mmol/L was

significantly associated with dangerous ventricular arrhyth-

mias.

The literature review also identified two large-scale studies

(N > 3000 patients) examining the link between glycemic

variability and mortality in type 2 diabetes. Both Klindukhova

et al. [62] and Krinsley [60] reported no association between

glycemic variability and mortality in patients in intensive care

and post-operative mortality, respectively.

4. Discussion

It is well established that in both type 1 and type 2 diabetes,

chronic hyperglycemia represents the main risk factor for the

development of complications, although other risk factors

including high blood pressure, dyslipidemia and the presence

of proteinuria are also involved. Chronic hyperglycemia is

almost universally assessed by HbA1c, which in a longitudinal

study by Nathan et al. [20] has been shown to correlate closely

with mean glucose levels over time, determined by CGM. The

proportion of risk attributable to each risk factor may vary

considerably depending on the complication and also on

individual patient characteristics.

Moreover, the relative contribution of post-prandial gly-

cemic excursions and fasting hyperglycemia to overall

hyperglycemia has been the subject of considerable debate.

Monnier et al. [21] suggested that the relative contribution of

fasting and post-prandial glucose differ according to the level

of overall glycemic control. They reported that the relative

contribution of post-prandial glucose to overall glycemia

decreases steadily and significantly from the lowest to highest

HbA1c quintile. Similarly, the relative contribution of fasting

glucose increases significantly with increasing HbA1c. Addi-

tionally, the relationship between glycemic variability and the

time spent in a hyperglycemic state and beta-cell function has

also been the subject of research efforts. Studies by Kohnert

et al. [22,23] reported that on average patients were classed as

being in the hyperglycemic range for 24% of the day and that



Table 2 – Summary of studies investigating the association between short-term glucose variability and diabetes-related complication in patients with type 2 diabetes.

Study Patients (N) Study design Method of blood
glucose

assessment

Measure of
glucose and
variability

Endpoints Key findings

Siegelaar

et al. [56]

1115 Retrospective analy-

sis of data from the

HEART2D study; a

randomized con-

trolled trial of two

insulin strategies

7-Point SMBG Mean absolute

glucose, MAGE, and

SD of blood glucose

First combined

cardiovascular event

(composite of cardio-

vascular death, nonfatal

stroke, coronary revas-

cularization, or hospita-

lization for acute

coronary syndrome)

Lower intra-day glucose variability did not result in a

reduction in cardiovascular outcomes

Su et al. [57] 344 Prospective observa-

tional study in

consecutive patients

with type 2 diabetes

undergoing coronary

angiography

CGM MAGE, MODD, PPGE Presence and severity of

coronary artery disease

(assessed via Gensini

score)

MAGE and post-prandial glucose excursion were sig-

nificantly higher in patients with CAD versus those

without CAD, but no significant difference was reported

for MODD. Gensini score was significantly correlated

with MAGE (r = 0.277, p < 0.001) and PPGE (r = 0.167;

p = 0.002) but not MODD

Mi et al. [4] 286 Prospective study in

patients with newly

diagnosed type 2

diabetes

CGM MAGE Coronary artery disease

(severity assessed via

Gensini score)

MAGE was significantly higher in patients with coronary

artery disease versus those without (p = 0.019); high

MAGE (�3.4 mmol/L) was an independent risk factor for

coronary artery disease (and severity of CAD) in newly

diagnosed diabetes patients (<0.001)

Liu and

He [15]

80 Study design details

not provided

CGM SD of glucose levels,

MAGE

Diabetic retinopathy Patients with diabetic retinopathy had significantly

higher MAGE (p < 0.01) and SD of glucose (p < 0.01)

Liu et al. [16] 59 Retrospective data-

base analysis

CGM Index of glucose

variability not

specified

Diabetic retinopathy

and nephropathy

Significantly higher rates of retinopathy and nephro-

pathy were reported in the high glycemic variability

group versus the low variability group

Yang

et al. [17]

N = 50 type 2

patients and

n = 30 age

matched

controls

Prospective cohort

study

CGM SD of mean glucose,

MAGE, largest am-

plitude of glycemic

excursion, MODD

Diabetic cardiomyopa-

thy

SD of glucose, MAGE; largest amplitude of glycemic

excursion and MODD levels were significantly higher in

patients with diabetic cardiomyopathy versus patients

without diabetic cardiomyopathy

Takao

et al. [58]

170 Retrospective chart

review

Method of blood

glucose assessment

not stated

SD of FPG Development and pro-

gression of diabetic re-

tinopathy

High FPG SD was a significant risk factor for onset of

mild-moderate non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy

and for progression to severe non-proliferative diabetic

retinopathy (independent of HbA1c or mean FPG)

Abbatecola

et al. [59]

156 Randomized, open

label controlled trial

Method of blood

glucose assessment

not stated

Coefficients of varia-

tion of PPG and FPG

Cognitive function (as-

sessed by Mini Mental

State Examination)

Significant correlation between coefficient of variation

of FPG (r = �0.2430; p < 0.001) and CV-PPG (r = �0.3410;

p > 0.001) and Mini Mental State Examination score

Krinsley [60] 4084 Retrospective chart

analysis

Blood glucose mea-

sured every 1–3 h

(method not stated)

Coefficient of varia-

tion of mean blood

glucose level

Mortality Significant association between glycemic variability and

mortality in non-diabetes patients but not in patients

with type 2 diabetes

Gimeno-

Orna et al.

[61]

130 Retrospective analy-

sis of prospective

cohort study data

Method of blood

glucose assessment

not stated

FPG coefficient of

variation

Diabetic retinopathy Coefficient of variation for FPG variability was a

significant predictor for the onset of diabetic retino-

pathy (p = 0.0013)
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Klindukhova

et al. [62]

3184 Study design details

not provided

Method of glucose

assessment not sta-

ted

SD of post-operative

blood glucose values

Mortality Significant association between glycemic variability and

mortality in non-diabetes subjects but no significant

association in patients with diabetes

Takao

et al. [63]

170 Retrospective chart

review

Method of blood

glucose assessment

not stated

SD of FPG Proliferative diabetic re-

tinopathy

Significant association between FPG SD and develop-

ment of proliferative diabetic retinopathy independent

of HbA1c (p < 0.0001–0.0190 depending on model used)

Zoppini

et al. [64]

1019 Retrospective analy-

sis of data from a

prospective observa-

tional study

Method of blood

glucose assessment

not stated

FPG coefficient of

variation

Diabetic retinopathy No significant relationship between FPG coefficient of

variation and the development/progression of diabetic

retinopathy

Mo et al. [13] 216 Prospective cross-

sectional study

CGM Intra-day SD of glu-

cose and MAGE

Subclinical athero-

sclerosis measured by

carotid IMT

In patients without stenosis both SD of glucose and

MAGE were significantly associated with subclinical

atherosclerosis

Mo et al. [18] 93 Study details not

provided

GCM SD of glucose and

MAGE

Subclinical athero-

sclerosis measured by

carotid IMT

In subjects without atherosclerotic lesions glucose

variability was significantly associated with subclinical

atherosclerosis

Zhong

et al. [19]

248 Prospective cohort

study

CGM SD of glucose, dif-

ference between

minimum and max-

imum glucose,

MAGE and MODD

Cognitive function

(mini-mental state ex-

amination, clinical de-

mentia rating, global

deterioration scale, and

clock drawing test)

MAGE and SD of glucose were significantly negatively

correlated with mini-mental state examination score

Pochinka

et al. [12]

80 Study details not

provided

CGM MAGE Ventricular arrhythmias

(in patients with heart

failure)

MAGE above 5.0 mmol/L was significantly associated

with dangerous ventricular arrhythmias

Barbieri

et al. [14]

90 Post hoc analysis of

a prospective paral-

lel group rando-

mized controlled

trial

Not stated MAGE Subclinical athero-

sclerosis measured by

carotid IMT

At 3 months post DPP-IV inhibitor initiation changes in

MAGE were significantly associated with changes in IMT

(after adjustment for other cardiovascular risk factors)

FPG, fasting plasma glucose; IMT, intima–media thickness; MAGE, mean amplitude of glycemic excursion; PPG, post-prandial glucose; PPGE, post-prandial glucose excursion; SD, standard deviation;

SMBG, self-monitoring of blood glucose.
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the duration of hyperglycemia was closely correlated with

both indices of chronic hyperglycemia and glycemic variabili-

ty as well as a significant but non-linear correlation between

MAGE and post-prandial and basal beta-cell function.

The central hypothesis for the underlying molecular

mechanism behind the potential link between acute glucose

fluctuations and the development of micro- and macrovas-

cular complications is that of increased damage to vascular

endothelial cells mediated by oxidative stress. The results of

in vitro studies have shown that high levels of fluctuations in

glucose levels lead to the production of reactive oxygen

species. Downstream consequences of this include increased

formation of advanced glycation endproducts and the activa-

tion of the nuclear factor kB and protein kinase C pathways,

which ultimately lead to increased levels of vascular endothe-

lial damage. Indeed, oxidative stress has been shown to be a

key factor in the development of atherosclerosis and cardio-

vascular disease [24]. In addition, in type 2 diabetes increased

oxidative stress has been correlated with increased levels of

inflammation; there is some speculation that chronic low level

inflammation may be a contributing factor in the development

of long-term complications [9].

Overall, the findings of the present review largely agree

with those earlier reviews [25,26] based on earlier evidence

such as studies from the Verona Diabetes Study of type 2

diabetes, which report an association between increased

variability in FPG and elevated risk of all-cause, cardiovascular

and cancer-related mortality [27,28]. In contrast, there was a

relative paucity of studies investigated mortality risk pub-

lished from 2002 onwards. In total, four studies in type 1

diabetes [3,51,52,54] and sixteen studies in type 2 diabetes

[4,12–19,56,57,58,60,62–64] were published since the Novem-

ber 2008 cut-off point of the earlier review by Nalysnyk et al.

This suggests that even the most recent literature did not alter

the previous conclusions. A point worthy of note with regard

to type 1 diabetes is that the majority of glycemic variability

studies identified in the current review were performed using

data from the DCCT. In relation to this, Kilpatrick et al. [29]

raise the point that the stringent inclusion/exclusion criteria

applied to the DCCT were such that only around 20% of the

total type 1 diabetes population would have been eligible for

inclusion in the DCCT. Consequently, this may have implica-

tions in terms of the generalizability of findings based on

DCCT data to the overall type 1 diabetes population.

In contrast to type 1 diabetes, findings from studies in type

2 diabetes support the possibility that increased levels of

short-term glucose variability may have a substantial role in

the development of microvascular complications. Less clear is

the relationship between glucose variability and macrovas-

cular complications and overall mortality. Two cross-sectional

studies reported a positive association between short-term

glucose variability and the presence of coronary artery disease

(defined according to Gensini score) and three showed a

significant association between increased MAGE and subclin-

ical atherosclerosis, although findings with regard to other

cardiovascular endpoints were inconsistent, which may be

partly attributable to substantial heterogeneity between

different patient populations.

As noted by Lin et al. [30] the inconsistency around the role

of glucose fluctuations in the development of macrovascular
disease raises the question of whether increased short-term

glucose variability is a causative agent of diabetes-related

complications or if increased glycemic fluctuations arise as a

consequence of more severe disease and/or the presence of

existing complications, poor dietary management or poor

adherence to antidiabetic therapy. Another question that

remains largely unanswered is the underlying causes of

unpredictable glycemic fluctuations, and their relative contri-

bution to long-term outcomes.

Another weakness in the studies in type 2 diabetes is that a

substantial proportion of studies included mixed populations

of patients treated with diet alone, diet and oral antidiabetic

medications (OADs) and insulin. As such, this may have been a

confounding factor in the findings of some analyses, with

insulin treatment being indicative of more advanced disease,

which is in turn associated with a higher risk for complica-

tions. Moreover, the degree of glycemic variability may differ

between these sub-populations and sub-group analysis

according to treatment would offer a valuable insight into

the impact of OADs and insulin on glycemic variability and the

subsequent risk of complications in patients with type 2

diabetes. Indeed, in an analysis from 2000 (and therefore not

included in the current review) Muggeo et al. [28] reported that

in type 2 diabetes insulin treatment was an independent risk

factor for all cause mortality, although this may reflect

patients with more advanced disease.

The studies identified here illustrate that a large number of

different methods are currently used to assess glycemic

variability and that the term may refer to either intra- or inter-

day variability. Currently, there is no consensus on which, if

any, method, represents the ‘‘gold standard’’ and most

methods are associated with notable limitations. The majority

of studies that have examined the degree of correlation

between different assessment methods showed that most

widely used methods are closely correlated with one another

and with measures of overall glycemic control [6,22,23].

However, Cameron et al. [31] note that whilst different

measures of glycemic variability are closely correlated in

non-diabetes subjects correlation coefficients decreased sig-

nificantly when the analysis was performed in patients with

type 1 diabetes.

The most commonly used measures are the coefficient of

variation of mean glucose or FPG levels or MAGE. Although SD

is also widely used, it does carry a limitation, in that its use

implies that glucose measures are normally distributed,

which is typically not the case. The major limitation of the

methods of measurement of glycemic variability associated

with SMBG based measures is that they provide an unsophis-

ticated measure of variability, with a significant dependence

on patient cooperation that makes difficult the planning of

long-term studies. For this reason, prospective studies with

CGM use may be easily performed to provide valuable data

with minimal inconvenience to the patient. Some investiga-

tors are strong proponents of the use of CGM for the

assessment of glycemic variability and PPG excursions as

well as selecting the most appropriate insulin regimen [32].

Additionally, long-term prospective studies using CGM would

permit the investigation of the relative contribution of

glycemic fluctuations in the development of long-term

complications.



Table A1 – PubMed search strategy glycemic variability
in patients with diabetes.

Line # Search terms Hits

#1 ‘‘Diabetes Mellitus’’ [MeSH] OR ‘‘Diabetes

Complications’’ [MeSH]

279,843

#2 #1 AND

‘‘Hypoglycemia’’ [MeSH] OR ‘‘Hyperglycemia’’

[MeSH] OR ‘‘Blood glucose’’ [MeSH] OR

‘‘Blood glucose’’ [text] OR ‘‘Glycemic

control’’ [text]

68,897

#3 #2 AND

‘‘Glycemic variation’’ [text] OR ‘‘Glycemic

variability’’ [text] OR ‘‘Glucose excursion’’

[text] OR ‘‘Glycemic excursion’’ [text] OR

‘‘Postprandial excursion’’ [text] OR ‘‘Glucose

variability’’ [text] OR ‘‘Glucose variation’’

[text] OR ‘‘Continuous glucose

monitoring’’ [text]

1759

#4 #3 AND

English [lang] and Humans [MeSH] and

(‘‘2002/06/25’’ [PDat]: ‘‘2012/06/21’’ [PDat]

1113

PubMed searches were conducted on June 21, 2012 and a total of

1113 records were identified.
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Overall, the low number of studies means that it is not

possible to draw conclusions with any degree of certainty.

Future large-scale studies are required, particularly in type 1

diabetes, as the majority of published studies to date have

been performed using the same dataset, in order to fully

elucidate the contribution of glycemic variability to the

incidence and/or progression of long-term complications in

patients with type 1 and type 2 diabetes. Additionally, a large

proportion of studies, particularly in type 1 diabetes assessed

glycemic variability using 7-point SMBG profiles, which offer a

relatively crude measure of variability in comparison with

CGM. As-mentioned earlier, prospective, long-term longitu-

dinal studies using CGM would provide valuable information

in relation to the role of glycemic variability in the develop-

ment of diabetes complications and to establish whether

patients with high levels of variability have increased risk for

complications. Such studies would also help to further

elucidate the nature of the complex relationship between

post-prandial and fasting components of glycemia and

glycemic variability, chronic sustained hyperglycemia and

long-term complications.

The current review was not designed to investigate the

association between glycemic variability and hypoglycemic

events, although the use of CGM may provide valuable

information in terms of the detection of hypoglycemic events.

However, this relationship has been investigated in type 1 [29]

and type 2 diabetes [33–35]. An analysis of DCCT data by

Kilpatrick et al. [29] showed that in type 1 diabetes within day

SD of mean blood glucose was an independent predictor of

time to first severe hypoglycemic event. For type 2 diabetes, a

French prospective observational study conducted using CGM,

Monnier et al. [32] reported a significant association between

higher SD of mean glucose and increased incidence of

asymptomatic hypoglycemia. Similarly, two retrospective

24-week studies in type 2 diabetes showed that subjects with

�1 hypoglycemic event had a significantly higher SD of blood

glucose levels and MAGE versus those with no hypoglycemic

events [35]. These findings in subjects with type 2 diabetes

should be interpreted with caution as the risk for severe

hypoglycemic events could have been influenced by treatment

modality and duration of insulin therapy [36]. However, the

association between glycemic variability and hypoglycemic

events may have implications for the development of diabetes

complications. The recent evidence from the large-scale

ADVANCE and ACCORD studies suggests that hypoglycemia

is associated with increased risk of vascular events and

mortality [37–40].

Another issue that was not specifically addressed in the

current review was that of variability in HbA1c as the present

review focused on short-term measures of glucose variability

and a full analysis of HbA1c variability is beyond the scope of

the present review. However, several recent studies have

investigated the association between variability in HbA1c and

micro- and macrovascular complications. In type 2 diabetes, a

number of studies have suggested that variability in HbA1c

may be an important factor in the development of nephropa-

thy [41–45]. Evidence on the role of HbA1c variability in

the development of retinopathy and also macrovascular

complications in type 2 diabetes is less consistent [41,42,46].

In type 1 diabetes, variability in HbA1c has been implicated
in increasing the risk for microvascular complications [47–49]

suggesting a role for long-term fluctuations in HbA1c and the

development of nephropathy and retinopathy over and above

that of mean HbA1c values alone.

In conclusion, the present review suggests that increased

levels of short-term glucose variability, particularly in FPG

levels, may contribute to the development of microvascular

complications in type 2 diabetes, but uncertainty remains as

to whether it is a contributing factor in the development of

macrovascular complications. In patients with type 1

diabetes, the role of increased short-term glucose variability

in the development of both micro- and macrovascular

complications is less evident. However, since the bulk of

data in type 1 diabetes were derived from a single study (i.e.

DCCT), further studies are required to establish if these

findings are consistent across different type 1 diabetes

populations.
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Appendix A. Literature search strategy

Search strategies used for the PubMed, Cochrane Library

and EMBASE databases are presented in Tables A1–A3.



Table A2 – Cochrane Library search strategy glycemic
variability in patients with diabetes.

Line # Search terms Hits

#1 MeSH descriptor Diabetes Mellitus explode all

trees

13,620

#2 #1 AND

MeSH descriptor Hypoglycemia explode all

trees OR MeSH descriptor Hyperglycemia

explode all trees OR MeSH descriptor Blood

glucose explode all trees OR blood glucose;

ti,ab,kw OR glycemic control; ti,ab,kw

6532

#3 #2 AND

‘‘Glycemic variation’’ [text] OR ‘‘Glycemic

variability’’ [text] OR ‘‘Glucose excursion’’ [text]

OR ‘‘Glycemic excursion’’ [text] OR ‘‘Postprandial

excursion’’ [text] OR ‘‘Glucose variability’’ [text]

OR ‘‘Glucose variation’’ [text] OR ‘‘Continuous

glucose monitoring’’ [text]

682

#4 #3 AND

Published in the last 10 years

475

Cochrane Library searches were conducted on June 21, 2012 and a

total of 475 records were identified.

Table A3 – EMBASE search strategy glycemic variability
in patients with diabetes.

Line # Search terms Hits

#1 Exp Diabetes Mellitus/ 505,975

#2 #1 AND

Exp hypoglycemia/OR exp hyperglycemia/OR exp

glucose blood level/OR exp glycemic control/

105,455

#3 #2 AND

Glycemic variation.tw. OR Glycemic variability.tw.

OR Glucose excursion.tw. OR Glycemic

excursion.tw. OR Post-prandial excursion.tw. OR

Glucose variability.tw. OR Glucose variation.tw.

OR Continuous glucose monitoring.tw.

1764

#4 #3 AND

Limit to (human and English language

and published in the last 10 years)

1193

EMBASE searches were conducted on June 21, 2012 and a total of

1193 records were identified.
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Appendix B. Inclusion and exclusion criteria

For inclusion studies were required to be published in

English from 2002 to 2014. Additional exclusion criteria and

definitions were as follows:

� Not presenting outcomes of interest – studies that either did

not present short-term glycemic variability as an outcome,

presented variability in HbA1c, or presented measures of

variability but did not link these to the incidence or

prevalence of long-term complications.

� Wrong publication type – articles that were classed as

letters, commentaries, narrative reviews, or editorials.

� Pilot studies – studies with an enrollment of fewer than 50

patients.

� Wrong subject area – studies not in patients with type 1 or

type 2 diabetes, includes general population studies and

studies in gestational diabetes.
� Education/methods based study – studies describing educa-

tion of health care professionals/patients in measurement

of diabetes.

� Animal studies.

� Pharmacodynamic/pharmacokinetic or in vitro studies.
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